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That’s why I have you, so that I don’t know to
concern myself with any of these problems.”
Joe, Owner, Leritz Contracting
If you want to generate new sales and save time upgrading your technology, read on…

RonWe decided to call J&B Technologies
after our previous IT company was not
solving the problem.
J&B immediately jumped in and
diagnosed our server problem and gave
us a plan to really fix the issue instead
of band-aiding.
I like the fact that someone answers the
phone when you call J&B and they get
back to you as promised.

TO DO LIST
Don’t
forget
to call

Bob Palmer the tech from J&B was a
tremendous help and really took the
time to make sure our drives were
replaced correctly and for once I felt
someone really cared about what we
needed.
I would highly recommend J&B to anyone to anyone
looking for an IT company as they take the time get to
the root of the problem and then solve the issue with
expertise.
Thanks Again,
Mike Manna
Corporate Controller
EQUIS Hospitality
Management, LLC

FixedForever.com/clientsfirst
WhatCanWeDo@JBTech.com

314-993-5528

Never Be Stranded
With Computer
Problems Again!
Finally, An Easy Way To Keep Your Computers
Running Faster, Cleaner, And Problem Free
Without The Expense Of A Full-Time IT Staff
Does your computer network have frequent problems that frustrate
you and your staff, interrupt your business, and cause you to waste
precious time?
Are you concerned about security, viruses, spyware, and hackers,
but don’t have the time or expertise to keep up with all of the latest
security patches and updates?
Would you like to save thousands on IT support and repairs while
practically eliminating downtime and other annoying computer
problems?
If so, then you’ll want to know about our Fixed Forever
maintenance plan. This ongoing monitoring and maintenance
service will keep your computer network up and running by preventing outages, downtime and securing your data from loss,

Call Today For A Free Network Assessment:
314-993-5528 Or Visit: www.FixedForever.com

The first
7 businesses
torespond will
receive a FREE
Network
Assessment
($297 Value)!

